Abstract. We annotated and analyzed Worked Out Examples (WOEs) in a corpus of tutoring dialogues on Computer Science data structures. We found that some dialogue moves that occur within WOEs, or sequences thereof, correlate with learning. Features of WOEs such as length also correlate with learning for some data structures. These results will be used to augment the tutorial tactics available to iList, an ITS that helps student learn linked lists.
Introduction
Worked out examples (WOEs) demonstrate a step by step solution of a problem for the learner to study. Learning from WOEs has been studied in cognitive research [1, 2] , including in the context of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) [3, 4] . However, the conditions that trigger WOEs and how tutors structure WOEs have not been extensively investigated. Our domain of interest is introductory data structures in Computer Science (CS). Interestingly, one of the first papers on WOEs [7] also concerns learning in CS, specifically recursion in LISP programming. Within CS, [5, 6] have employed WOEs for classroom instruction.
Our interest in exploring WOEs is two-fold. We believe that in order to deploy WOEs in an ITS, it is essential to uncover the conditions under which WOEs are effective. Additionally, in our previous work, we showed that certain Dialogue Moves (DMs) on the part of the tutor, or sequences thereof, correlate with learning gains [8] . Many of those findings have been implemented in the iList system, that helps students learn linked lists [9, 10] . Still, the tutor interventions we deployed are not conditioned on the larger tutoring strategies the tutor uses. WOEs can provide one type of context to structure those tutor moves.
WOEs, their features and learning
Our corpus consists of 54 tutoring sessions with two human tutors on linked lists, stacks, and binary search trees. It had been previously annotated with Student Initiative (SI), and with 5 tutor moves: prompts (PT); positive and negative feedback (PF, NF); Direct Procedural Instruction (DPI) -the tutor provides insight into steps to solve the problem; Direct Declarative Instruction (DDI) -the tutor states facts about the problem [8] . The annotation of WOEs was superimposed on these preexisting annotations. Two coders marked beginning and end of WOEs. 3 We obtained excellent intercoder agreement (κ = .82) on 7 sessions that were double annotated. Each coder then annotated half of the remaining sessions. Fig. 1 shows a WOE excerpt from our corpus starting at TUT2 (it continues beyond TUT6, and it has been modified for space reasons). Fig. 1 As in our previous work, we adopt a multiple regression approach, because it shows how much variation in learning gains is explained by the variation of features in the data. We previously included pre-test score, the length of the tutoring sessions, the DMs we annotated for, and DM bigrams and trigrams, i.e. DM sequences of length 2 or 3. In our best regression models (R 2 =.415 for lists, R 2 =.416 for stacks, and R 2 =.732 for trees), significant features are pre-test score and trigrams of specific DMs (negative correlations between previous knowledge and learning gains are common: models that only include pre-test score result in R 2 =.200 for lists, R 2 =.296 for stacks, and an astounding R 2 =.676 for trees). We now add WOEs and their features to the regression. Simply adding the number of WOEs per session does not correlate with learning gains, other than for stacks; however, this correlation is negative. Next, we explore models where we differentiate between DMs within and outside of WOEs. We ran every regression model that results from the systematic combination of pre-score, length of dialogue, number of WOEs, length of WOEs in words and utterances, and then, for each DM, how many occur outside, and how many inside, a WOE. As a result, we obtain better regression models, but only for lists and stacks (see Table 2 ). Even if some correlations are only marginally significant, together they throw further light on WOEs. For trees, the best previous model includes pre-test and the DM trigram [PF,SI,DDI]. Using only the occurrences of this trigram of DMs within WOEs (as in Fig. 1 ), we obtain a slightly improved R 2 = .737. From the models shown in Table 2 , we can confirm that WOEs can be a successful tutorial strategy, but we need to look "under the hood". First, effective features of WOEs depend on the specific topic; e.g., longer WOEs are effective only for lists. Positive feedback (PF) within and outside WOEs is important: PFs within WOEs marginally correlate with learning gains for stacks, and robustly correlate with learning as part of the sequence [PF,SI,DDI] for trees; PFs outside of WOEs correlate with learning gains for lists (this confirms our previous results on positive feedback). Surprisingly, for lists and stacks, prompts within WOEs are negatively correlated with learning gains. This seems to suggest that during WOEs, where the tutor is demonstrating a solution, students should not be invited to participate in problem solving, which is otherwise well known as conducive to learning. It turns out that, on average, more prompts occur in WOEs for stacks (11.1), than for lists (7.7), than for trees (3.3) . This may in part be due to the respective difficulty of these data structures, with stacks being easiest, next lists, and then trees. This may also explain the negative correlation between number of WOEs and learning gains, for stacks.
Future work
Our findings open various lines of inquiry for future work, such as, what the role of prompts within WOEs is. We also intend to analyze the internal structure of WOEs, and what may trigger a WOE. A preliminary analysis shows that DDIs are the most frequent DM that immediately precedes the start of a WOE (see TUT1 in Fig. 1 ) with 435 occurrences out of 658 (66%); in 113 cases (17%) the preceding DM is a DPI. This seems to suggest that most of the time the tutor sets the stage for a WOE with a DDI. We will integrate our findings within the probabilistic model that iList uses to generate its next move. This model is based on the "promise" of the current and previous student steps [10] .
